NOVI
Fuerst Park

The Corner
- Create strong presence at Taft and Ten Mile intersection
- Landform, sculptural use of field stone walls, public artwork and landscaping create impact and introduce park character

The Grove
- Include existing hill with fluid walking paths
- Preserve existing canopy trees and reduce undergrowth
- Large scale sculpture provides feature at high point
- Meandering footpaths and seating
- Incorporate play opportunities into landscape elements to attract families
- Fieldstone walls serve as landscape sculpture

The Gardens
- Utilize barn foundations to create outdoor garden rooms
- Provide opportunities for the high school and community/ethnic groups to create cultural study, or demonstration gardens

Relocated Town Hall
- Building entry faces parking
- Location takes advantage of close proximity to Library and parking
- Amphitheater takes advantage of existing slope and utilizes Township Hall as backdrop
- 10’ setback from property line

The Grove
- Encircle existing hill with fluid walking paths
- Preserve existing canopy trees and reduce undergrowth
- Large scale sculpture provides feature at high point
- Meandering footpaths and seating
- Incorporate play opportunities into landscape elements to attract families
- Fieldstone walls serve as landscape sculpture

Flexibly open space with potential for community events, festivals or future community gardens

Wildflowers or agricultural demonstration planting such as sunflowers, sweet corn or switchgrass

Crushed stone paths

Propose a more natural bioswale to mesh Library with Park character

Crushed stone paths

Rustic overhead trellis with seating beneath

Grape arbor with casual seating

Mounds in hillside for climbing and rolling

‘Stepping stones’ play opportunity

‘Play’ sculpture

Terracing and low fieldstone walls

‘The Corner’

‘The Grove’

‘The Gardens’
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